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I really want to play this game. unfortunately with oculus you cant hold the gun the right way because it will be aimed into the
floor. for the price this game seems to have a lot of content and a fun time.. Just fired it up for a few minutes and I can see a lot
of potential in this title. Having played COD zombies and other VR titles like Brookhaven, it may evolve to be a lot of fun
especially with a multiplayer component. Had a little difficulty with picking up/dropping items, and the movement
(teleportation) is a bit slow. I see movement being sped up in later releases. Being able to move around is a nice feature and of
course the weapons and exploration are fun aspects of the game. A couple things I dislike in the zombie VR titles is constant
darkness and light management. Maybe in horror games, but this is really about busting zombies. Surely some new colors of
flannel shirts and other looks are in order and a more tactile feel to the weapons and combat will make the experience even
better. Kudos to the developers - I think they are off to a great start.. If you have any interest in CoD zombies, this game is
definitely worth a buy. If you are looking for a coop game to play with friends it is definitely worth buying. Currently the player
base is small so it is hard to find a coop game if you dont know people, unfortunately but that can only be fixed by more people
buying the game. The game is a little rough around the edges right now, but at its core it is really good. Some of the assets could
use a little work, a little more realistic sound for the guns, and there are a few bugs, but it is early access. The important thing is
that the core gamplay and concept is very solid. Once these things are ironed out this will be a really good game, and I have high
hopes for that happening based on how interactive the devs have been since I have owned it. When I first bought the game, I had
a game breaking bug where i was unable to pick up any weapons. I didnt see anything about it when looked on the forums, so I
posted about it. The devs responded the next day, and put out a patch in an attempt to fix it, but it didnt work.. fun game just
needs more players. Fantastic game- can see real potential for this - Online multiplay is great and its good to see content like this
coming out of Ireland - Keep it up lads :). Very Good Vive game, One of The Best :D -Just need some more maps :/. Fantastic
game- can see real potential for this - Online multiplay is great and its good to see content like this coming out of Ireland - Keep
it up lads :). Left a positive review back in Jan, but sorry to say I'm retracting it. I had high hopes for this game, but so far the
development progress is disappointingly sub-par, IMO. This game no longer even comes close to competing with other shooters.
The sound is HORRIBLE, to include lots of crackling and popping, guns went from sounding beastly to sounding like cheap
airsoft guns, volume is all over the place. Teleport controls are the clunkiest I've seen in a shooting game, thus far. AI is
ridiculously flawed. In all, it was too annoying to play for even 10 minutes. To the dev (or the guy who told me he was the dev):
I'm not intrested in a discussion. Maybe try putting more time into YOUR game, rather than Counter Strike.. This is by far one
of the best games for VR out there. Developers are active and listen to every request.. terrible.just avoid. and refunded.
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